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LearningLearning ObjectivesObjectives

At the end of this session, participants will be able to:At the end of this session, participants will be able to:

1.1. Describe common ways patients modify their Describe common ways patients modify their 
expectations, sustaining hope in the face of a poor expectations, sustaining hope in the face of a poor 
prognosis. prognosis. prognosis. prognosis. 

2.2. Identify ways a goals of care planning process helps Identify ways a goals of care planning process helps 
patients sustain reasonable hope.patients sustain reasonable hope.



3. Explain why the introduction of palliative care 
planning in oncology is associated with patient 
satisfaction.

LearningLearning ObjectivesObjectives

4. Recognize practitioner distress is normal and 
explain how self-care enhances patient and family 
experience. 
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Our everyday challenge

Informing a patient their cancer is incurable or 
recurrent is one of the most difficult 
communication tasks in the fieldcommunication tasks in the field

(Santani, 2008)



What is hope?

“ Hope is definitely not the same thing as 

optimism. It is not the conviction that something 
will turn out well, but the certainty that 
something makes sense, regardless of how it something makes sense, regardless of how it 
turns out”

(Vaclav Havel, 1991)



EPEC-O Video  

Withdrawing, Nutrition, Hydration



Hope Hope –– Is it all up to you?Is it all up to you?

�� Hope is related to physical and psychological      Hope is related to physical and psychological      
factorsfactors

Age Age �� Age Age 

�� Curative or palliative intent Curative or palliative intent 

�� Anxiety and depression/ psych/wellAnxiety and depression/ psych/well--beingbeing



�� PainPain

Life experiences/level of social support Life experiences/level of social support 

Hope Hope –– Is it all up to you? (Cont’)Is it all up to you? (Cont’)

�� Life experiences/level of social support Life experiences/level of social support 

�� Severe distress and declining functional statusSevere distress and declining functional status



Studies show patients hope for Studies show patients hope for 

�� Positive health related outcomes (strength Positive health related outcomes (strength 
and mobility)and mobility)

What do patients hope for?What do patients hope for?

�� Emotional wellEmotional well--beingbeing

�� CureCure



What do patients hope for? (Cont’)What do patients hope for? (Cont’)

Studies show patients hope for Studies show patients hope for 

�� Life achievement/return to normalcy (continue Life achievement/return to normalcy (continue 
with activities)with activities)with activities)with activities)

�� Interpersonal goalsInterpersonal goals

�� Other (having family close, dying at home Other (having family close, dying at home 
etc., children wonetc., children won’’t get cancer)t get cancer)



How is hope transformed?How is hope transformed?

Individuals frequently maintain a sense of hope 
even while cancer pain and other symptoms 
progress, as a function of inner  spiritual progress, as a function of inner  spiritual 
resources and emotional resiliency. 



PROBLEM FOCUSED CARE GOALS FOCUSED CARE

Focus on pathophysiology Focus on patient and family

Support hope by problem-solving Support hope by planning for the future, 
even if future changes

Smaller problems Multiple goals of care simultaneously

Distracts from bigger issues Emotional contentDistracts from bigger issues Emotional content

Risks eroding trust May reinforce trust

We were unprepared, death 
unexpected

Reinforces reasonable hope 

Patient preference for truth Patient preference for truth

Transfer to palliative care; 
abandonment 

Gradual shift in care focus

We did everything we could Supports patient independence and 
control 



Setting goals to sustain hopeSetting goals to sustain hope

�� What are patientWhat are patient’’s goals?s goals?

What goals are likely to be achieved?What goals are likely to be achieved?�� What goals are likely to be achieved?What goals are likely to be achieved?

�� Which goals are most important?Which goals are most important?



Goals of Care ModelGoals of Care Model

�� Goals: multiple simultaneouslyGoals: multiple simultaneously

contradictorycontradictory

comfort and curecomfort and curecomfort and curecomfort and cure

changing changing 

�� Establish how information will be sharedEstablish how information will be shared



�� Use common languageUse common language

�� Prevent surprisesPrevent surprises

Goals of Care Model (Cont’)Goals of Care Model (Cont’)

�� Prevent surprisesPrevent surprises

�� Prepare for decision points in advancePrepare for decision points in advance

�� SPIKES SPIKES 



Language considerationsLanguage considerations

� Language can have unintended consequences

� Language can reinforce goals of care

““Our goal will be to shrink the cancer.  WeOur goal will be to shrink the cancer.  We’’ll know in 6 weeksll know in 6 weeks”.”.

““We will concentrate on improving the quality of your lifeWe will concentrate on improving the quality of your life”.”.

““II’’ll do everything I can to help you maintain your independence”.ll do everything I can to help you maintain your independence”.

““LetLet’’s discuss what we can do to fulfill your wish to stay at home”.s discuss what we can do to fulfill your wish to stay at home”.



Practitioner DistressPractitioner Distress

�� This work is heavy lifting, some times more than This work is heavy lifting, some times more than 
othersothers

�� We are confronted with our own mortality and We are confronted with our own mortality and 
the mortality of our loved onesthe mortality of our loved onesthe mortality of our loved onesthe mortality of our loved ones

�� We may experience a sense of helplessness in We may experience a sense of helplessness in 
the face of suffering the face of suffering 

�� Our experience in Oncology skews our thinkingOur experience in Oncology skews our thinking



SelfSelf--carecare

�� SelfSelf--compassion can relieve compassion can relieve burdenburden

�� Acknowledging sense of Acknowledging sense of helplessnesshelplessness�� Acknowledging sense of Acknowledging sense of helplessnesshelplessness

�� Recognizing witnessing and being present is Recognizing witnessing and being present is 
helpfulhelpful



�� Finding Finding a strategy which helps you be present to a strategy which helps you be present to 
suffering without absorbing others suffering without absorbing others painpain

SelfSelf--care (Cont’)care (Cont’)

�� Social support Social support -- acknowledging our distress and acknowledging our distress and 
sharing with otherssharing with others



Self-care (Cont’)

� Doing personal work 

� Utilizing EAP or other mental health supports � Utilizing EAP or other mental health supports 

� Work life balance - Rest, relaxation, restoration



SelfSelf--care (Cont’)care (Cont’)

� Enjoy you life! – Could be your story but it is not 
your story right now . . . 

� Reflecting on how the work informs your life in 
positive ways



SelfSelf--Care Enhances Patient and Care Enhances Patient and 
Family ExperienceFamily Experience

�� Taking care of ourselves allows us to be present Taking care of ourselves allows us to be present 
to the suffering of othersto the suffering of othersto the suffering of othersto the suffering of others

�� Recognizing the limits of what we can doRecognizing the limits of what we can do



�� Witnessing and being present to suffering is very Witnessing and being present to suffering is very 
helpful to people helpful to people –– being heard is invaluablebeing heard is invaluable

SelfSelf--Care Enhances Patient and Care Enhances Patient and 
Family Experience (Cont’)Family Experience (Cont’)

�� We are more able to offer patientWe are more able to offer patient--centered care centered care 
when we are not feeling overwhelmedwhen we are not feeling overwhelmed



Take Home MessagesTake Home Messages

� Patients have capacity to transform hope

� Goal focused care sustains hope

� Introducing palliative care in oncology care 
enhances patient satisfaction

� Provider self-care enhances patient and family 
experience
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